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It is challenging to experimentally determine the micro-friction mechanism of cotton fiber and metal in the
sliding process. The influence of load and temperature on the interface behavior during dry friction between
amorphous cotton fiber and chromium, the contact interface evolution and friction coefficient are studied using
reactive molecular dynamics. The simulation results show that chromium–oxygen bonds are formed on the
contact interface of the friction system during the sliding process. Furthermore, the relationship between friction
coefficient, temperature, and load varies with the mechanical state of cotton cellulose. The relationship is
positive when the cotton cellulose is in the glassy state. However, when cotton cellulose is in a highly elastic
state, its friction coefficient is negatively related to the load. This study systematically evaluated the effects of
temperature and load on the slip process from the atomic scale, provided a reason for the wear of the hard
materials of the friction pair, and provided theoretical support for the study of this type of friction mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION
Cotton fiber has good ecological benefits as a natural material, and its products are widely used in
all aspects of life.1-2 However, during the entire processing of cotton fibers, different machine parts
pull, drag, wind, and rub the cotton fibers on their surface until they are arranged in the desired shape
or form. This friction behavior controls the quality of textile products, the efficiency of yarn
processing, twisting, and winding,3 causing continuous friction between the cotton fiber and the
surface of the processing equipment components, resulting in the breakage, entanglement of the cotton
fiber bundle, and the wear and deformation of the metal surface component. As chromium metal has
excellent properties, such as hardness, brittleness and corrosion resistance,4 it is widely used as the
outer layer and functional coating of protective and decorative coating systems. It has always occupied
an important position in the electroplating industry. Therefore, most of the friction between cotton
fiber and metal is between cotton fiber and chromium. This typical “the hard worn by the soft” friction
behavior leads to the wear failure of hard materials, which inevitably affects the stability, long life,
and reliability of metal parts and increases economic costs.
The friction process of cotton fiber has been extensively studied by experiments. For instance, A.
Hussain et al.5 evaluated the surface roughness, coefficient of friction, and tensile properties of cotton
fabrics. The results demonstrate that the coefficient of friction can vary with the fabric pattern and that
an increase in surface roughness increases the fiber’s friction, while reducing its tensile properties. K.
Eshkobilov et al.6 proposed a molecular-mechanical-electrical theory of interaction in contact state in
the process of studying the interaction between polymer materials and raw cotton, combining with
modern wear theory. Hosseinali et al.7 used a slip friction tester to study the friction properties of fiber
components from different cotton varieties. The results show that the friction characteristics of cotton
fibers vary from species to species. Zhang et al.8 studied the mechanical self-locking of cotton fibers
on metal surfaces with different textures through traditional processing methods. Although the
successful application of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and nanoelectromechanical

systems (NEMS) devices have made significant progress in the study of cotton fiber tribology, the
influence on the evolution of interfacial particles and friction behavior under the coupling of load and
temperature is still unclear. The unique physical and chemical structure of cotton fiber determines the
particularity and arduousness of studying its tribological behavior. The phenomenological theory of
friction interface and the subsurface area is still lacking, and there are still ambiguities in fiber friction
experiment technology and interpretation of fiber friction results. At the same time, in cotton fiber
friction research, most experiments are focused on the friction between fiber groups rather than on the
friction between individual fibers. It is a challenge to study this kind of friction mechanism
fundamentally.
Load and temperature are the two most critical mechanical parameters that affect friction.9 The
friction between cotton fiber and metal is dynamic, and its atomic details cannot be observed in
experiments. Because of the lack of atomic details, the nano-scale friction mechanism between cotton
fiber and metal under the coupling of load and temperature has not been well understood. However,
with the continuous development of science and technology, computational simulation is more and
more capable of accurately predicting physical phenomena, and numerical simulation methods have
become commonly used in nano research. Among others approaches, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations have become one of the most important methods for studying friction and wear, and it has
also made the research of nano-scale polymer friction a trend nowadays. At the micro-level, MD
simulations have provided information that is not easy to obtain from experimental analysis and have
helped to understand better atomic-scale details of the materials structure and properties.10,11 For
instance, Muthoka et al.12 established an all-atom model and used GROMACS software combined
with OPLS-AA force fields to simulate the molecular dynamics of cellulose I nanofibers under
equilibrium conditions to study the properties and structural stability of cellulose I nanofibers. J. A.
Sánchez-Badillo et al.13 used a kinetic approach to study the solvent behavior of cellulose Iβ
crystallites through atomic interactions and degrees of deviation. The results show that the deviation
change is related to the pH parameter of the solution. Huang et al.14 studied the properties of cellulose
Iβ at different temperatures by molecular dynamics method, and the results showed that the pyrolysis
was divided into three steps.
On the other hand, first-principles simulations15 can accurately describe the interface structure of
friction systems at the electronic scale. Unfortunately, due to computational cost issues, only a small
number of atoms or molecules can be simulated on the picosecond time scale, which is challenging to
achieve the whole evolution of sliding friction system simulation. Nonetheless, for the classical MD
simulation method, the number of atoms that can be simulated can reach tens of thousands, but usually
requires predefined connections between atoms not to involve the simulation of chemical reactions.
The reactive force fields (ReaxFF)16 were developed to circumvent the shortcomings between first
principles and classical MD. ReaxFF enables molecular simulation to record the mechanical response
during the simulation process and captures the formation and dissociation of chemical bonds at a
relatively low computational cost. This method has been widely used to simulate materials’ chemical
and mechanical properties and the interaction of molecules between interfaces.17-18
In this article, using MD simulations, the continuous dry friction behavior of the interface between
cotton cellulose and metal chromium is analyzed to shed light on the effect of cotton cellulose on the
dry friction process with chromium. In addition, exploring the degradation mechanism and properties
of metal friction pairs provides a specific basis for predicting the life and damage protection of metal
parts.
MODELLING AND SIMULATION APPROACH
All atoms model and ReaxFF force field
The Prandl-Tomlinson and the united atom models have been widely used to simplify the
smallest-scale friction problem and learn about the friction mechanisms.19-20 However, they have low
accuracy and some structural details cannot be obtained, and there are many restrictions on the study
of tribological mechanisms. Therefore, in this article, we use all-atom models in molecular modeling.
The reactive force field21 (ReaxFF) used was developed by Duin et al. It is based on ab initio
calculations and a semi-empirical potential obtained by combining Pauling’s bond length and bond
energy relationship. The parameters required for the systems studied here were taken from somewhere
else.22-24 The reactive force field is composed of two parts: intraatomic interaction and interatomic

interaction, i.e., the potential energy of the force field includes bonding and non-bonding interactions.
Among them, van der Waals interaction and electrostatic interaction energies belong to the
non-bonding interaction potential energy. This treatment of non-bonded interactions allows ReaxFF to
describe covalent, ionic, and intermediate materials, thereby significantly improving its transferability.
The total energy of ReaxFF can be expressed as:
(1)
where Ebond is the covalent interaction energy, Eunder and Eover are atom under/overcoordination, Eval is
the bond angle interaction energy, Epen is the compensation energy, Etors is the dihedral torsion energy,
Econj is the bond binding energy, and EvdWaals is the van der Waals action energy, ECoulomb is electrostatic
action energy.
In ReaxFF, the connection is determined by the bond sequence calculated from the distance
between the atoms; in each iteration, the bond sequence is calculated based on the distance between
two atoms and their local environment. The ReaxFF force field uses the bond order (BO) to calculate
the bond energy, bond angle energy, and dihedral angle energy. The relative strength of the bond. The
bond level is shown in Equation (2), and the bond parameters needed for the equations are presented in
Table 1.

(2)
MD simulation setups
Cellulose nanofibers are the most basic structure of all cellulose and are the basis for the
composition of long cellulose chains. The monomer structure of cellulose molecules has been
theoretically obtained, and a large number of cellulose monomers have been polymerized to form
long-chain fibers. In the conformational analysis of polymers, Flory25 mentioned that when the
amorphous model is established, the geometry of the final equilibrium system is close to the original
model. Only in the process of balancing the system can small and subtle changes be observed.
Therefore, establishing an initial model for amorphous cellulose is very important.
β-D-glucosyl is composed of two identical conformations twisted by 180°. Because cellobiose is a
saturated six-membered ring compound with “chair-like” coordination, the carbon atoms in the
six-membered ring are not on the same plane. Instead, the glucosyl groups are connected through
ordinary oxygen atoms (ester bonds) to form a long cellulose chain. As shown in Figure 1, it is a
single long chain of amorphous cellulose.
Table 1
Bond parameters in the revised equations
Bond
C-C
C-H
H-H
C-O
O-O
H-O

156.5963
170.2316
156.0973
160.4802
60.1463
180.4373

100.0397
0
0
105.1693
176.6202
0

80
0
0
23.3059
51.143
0

-0.8157
-0.5931
-0.1377
-0.3873
-0.2802
-0.8074

-0.1
1
1
-0.3174
-0.1239
1

Figure 1: All-atom model of cellulose monomolecular chain
Table 2
Cotton cellulose model parameters in MD simulation
Chain length (DP)
Number of chains
Atomic number of the system
Number of atoms in a supercell system
Supercell structure size

30
3
1260
3780
30 Å ×30 Å ×34.079 Å

Figure 2: Molecular dynamics model of friction between amorphous cotton fiber and chromium metal surface

The study found that the physical and chemical properties obtained in the simulation process for
different degrees of polymerization (DP) models are not significantly different.26 Some scholars use
cellulose chains with a DP of 20 to construct amorphous regions to study their mechanical properties.
The results show that the simulation and experimental values are roughly the same.27 When modeling
the structure of amorphous cotton fibers, a random unit cell with a cellulose molecular chain
arrangement density of 1.5 g/cm3 was chosen.24 As a result, the cotton fiber model defines the
cellulose molecular chains with chain length and chain number, as shown in Table 2.
The chromium unit cell structure is directly obtained from the Materials Studio software crystal
material library.28 First, the Cr(0 0 1) surface was created, adding a vacuum space in the z-direction of
the supercell. Next, the Cr(0 0 1) surface is exposed to cellulose because it is one of the most stable
surfaces. To intuitively study the sliding friction process between cotton fiber and chromium, the
chromium layer will maintain a smooth and flat surface, without special surface texture treatment.
The three-dimensional MD model of slip friction consists of a chromium layer of 3456 chromium
atoms and an amorphous cellulose molecular chain. In friction and wear experiments, the size of the
metal layer in the XY plane is usually larger than that of the cotton fiber part to make the constructed
model closer to the actual slip friction experiment. In the model constructed in this paper, the size of
the chromium layer in the XY plane (35 Å × 35 Å) is larger than that of the middle layer cellulose
molecular chain (34 Å×34 Å), and the initial size of the entire friction system is 35 Å × 35 Å×110 Å.
To solve the problem of multiple slippages of cotton fiber on chromium metal by the boundary effect,

the x and y directions of the model are set as periodic boundary conditions (PBC), and the z-direction
is a non-periodic boundary. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the model system used in the study,
composed of amorphous cotton cellulose and the Cr(0 0 1) surface. The multilayer structure is built up
to the top of the simulation box in order. The quenched layer is kept at a constant temperature to
dissipate the heat generated during the sliding process. Due to the force generated by the potential
between the atoms, the atoms in the free layer can move freely.
In the friction simulation process, an external speed is applied to the slider, while pressure is
applied to the rigid layer. The simulation consists of three steps: balance phase, pressure control phase,
and friction phase, where external pressure and speed are applied. The top rigid layer compresses the
central amorphous cotton fiber under constant pressure. Using the method described by Miller,29 the
atoms in the rigid layer are regarded as rigid bodies, and the normal loading pressure p (0.3 and 50.6
MPa) is applied to each chromium atom in the rigid body.30 By the Langevin algorithm,31 the two
thermally quenched layers are thermally scaled to the required temperature. Then, the free layer is set
to micro-regular (NVE) integration and the speed and force of the fixed layer of the model are set to
zero to fix the bottom of the model. To achieve a good structure for lateral friction simulation, it takes
a certain period loading simulation. Inheriting the optimized structure after loading balance, the slider
moves linearly parallel to the y-direction. During the one-way sliding process, the speed v is set to
10.55 m/s along the one-way (1 0 0).32 All simulations use large-scale atomic/molecular parallel
simulation (LAMMPS) software,33 and post-processing of results uses OVITO software.34
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evolution of interface structure during the sliding process
When the metal slides on the cotton cellulose, it has a pronounced influence on the interface, but
the evolution mechanism of the interface structure on the micro-nano scale is not clear yet. The
interface structure evolution during the slip process at a speed of 10.55 m/s at 0.3 GPa and 50.6 GPa is
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively (the values in Figures 3 and 4 are the total simulation time).
As shown in the atomic snapshot, the chromium metal layer is structurally complete in the initial
slippage stage, as expected. However, as the slippage time increases, the long-chain atoms of cotton
fibers embedded in the structure of the chromium matrix gradually increase, and the chromium matrix
appears to suffer subsurface damage. Additionally, it was found that, under higher load and
temperature, the wear and subsurface damage of the chromium matrix appear earlier, which can be
confirmed by the evolution of the system’s potential energy during the slip process, as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 3: Evolution of interface structure during the sliding process at the initial temperature of 300 K, 320 K,
and 340 K under 0.3 MPa

Figure 4: Evolution of interface structure during the sliding process at the initial temperature of 300 K, 320 K,
and 340 K under 50.6 MPa

Figure 5: Evolution of potential energy in the process of friction sliding under different loads and temperatures

Figure 6: Number of Cr=O bonds during the friction simulation process

Furthermore, our data suggest that the selected temperature range has no significant effect on the
chromium surface in the contact interface under different load conditions. However, under the same
load conditions, a higher temperature is more likely to cause more contact interface wear. To further
explore the mechanism of chromium matrix surface damage during the sliding process, the evolution
of the number of atomic bonds in the model was analyzed. The Cr=O bond number of the sliding time
interface under the conditions of 0.3 MPa and 300 K was calculated, as shown in Figure 6.

The simulation results show that during the sliding friction process, O atoms in the cotton cellulose
structure combine with Cr to form double bonds. At the same time, to verify the formation of the
Cr=O bond, the friction system under the conditions of 0.3 MPa and 300 K was taken as the object,
and the chromium-oxygen atom bond was marked in the simulation snapshot, as shown in Figure 7.
To confirm this result, the slip process of the system is introduced in detail from the atoms’ radial
distribution function (RDF). The distribution of O atoms surrounding Cr atoms before and after the
sliding friction simulation is shown in Figure 8. In the RDF figure, when the contact distance in the
z-direction exceeds 1.7 Å, the g(r) value between the rubbed Cr and O atoms suddenly increases. It
shows that under the sliding friction of external load, oxygen atoms near the Cr metal layer increase
during the friction process. Figure 8b shows a comparison of the radial distribution of the last frame of
the friction system under the same load under different temperature conditions. Additionally, when the
contact distance in the z-direction exceeds 1.7 Å, the g-(r) value between Cr and O atoms begins to
increase, and there is a certain fluctuation. It shows that in the sliding friction process more Cr atoms
react with O atoms, due to the combined action of van der Waals and other forces.
In Figure 9, under different loads and temperatures, the highest peaks in the radial distribution of
Cr and O in the last frame of the slip process both appear at 1.96 Å, indicating the existence of
chromium-oxygen bonds (the sharp peaks at 1.96 Å correspond to the Cr=O length). The comparison
found that the highest peak values under the two different loads are in the order of 300 K, 340 K, and
320 K.

Figure 7: Atomistic simulation of amorphous cotton cellulose on the Cr(0 0 1) surface (a-c)
(atomic snapshot of friction simulation at 0.3 MPa and 300 K)

Figure 8: Radial distribution of Cr-O in a friction system at 300 K and 0.3 MPa at different time values

Figure 9: Radial distribution of the last frame of friction system slippage under different conditions

Figure 10: Number of Cr=O bonds in the chromium matrix during sliding under different loads and temperatures

It is worth noting that the peak range value of the low load is greater than that of the high load. This
indicates that the radial distribution of chromium and oxygen in the friction system is sensitive to
temperature and pressure under low load conditions. The histogram with the number of Cr=O bonds at
300 K, 320 K, and 340 K under two different loads during the sliding process is shown in Figure 10.
Meanwhile, it can be seen clearly that the friction system under high load generates more
chromium-oxygen bonds than the one under low load, and they all show a u-shaped distribution with
the increase of temperature.
Effects of temperature on friction coefficient of sliding contact interface
The friction interface in the initial state of the friction system is not unevenly treated. Therefore, the
magnitude of the friction coefficient indirectly determines the wear degree of the contact interface, and
also indicates the degree of damage to the chromium layer. Because the friction coefficient is an
instantaneous value, the average value of the friction coefficient within a certain range is taken as the
corresponding time friction coefficient in the simulation process. Figure 11 shows the evolution of
friction coefficient with sliding simulation time at different temperatures (the outermost rigid movable
chrome layer of the friction system can apply different loads as required). The amorphous cotton fiber
will show two different mechanical states: the glassy state and the high elastic state, as a function of
temperature, in the temperature range of 300 K-340 K. Therefore, we will discuss the evolution of the
friction coefficient in the same mechanical state (the Tg temperature of amorphous cellulose is 336 K).
As shown in Figure 11, under the same load conditions, when the amorphous cotton fiber is in the
mechanical glassy state, the friction coefficient after stabilizing is positively correlated with
temperature. However, with the increase of slip time, the friction system in the state of high elastic
mechanics firstly decreases, then increases slightly, and finally becomes stable.
Effects of load on friction coefficient of sliding contact interface
Under different load conditions, the wear of the friction system is also different. Figure 12 shows
the evolution of friction coefficient with sliding simulation time under different loads.

Figure 11: Variation of friction coefficient with sliding time under different temperatures (the curve in the figure
is a higher-order fitting curve (the principle of least squares curve fitting) obtained by MATLAB solution,
de-extreme value, and average value of 50 adjacent data)

Figure 12: Variation of friction coefficient with sliding time under different loads

The results show that at the initial stage of the friction system slip, the decrease rate of the friction
coefficient between the contact interface is larger under the condition of low load, which is caused by
the decrease of the attraction between the molecules at the contact interface during the initial sliding
process. As the slip continues, the interaction force between the molecules at the contact interface
fluctuates dynamically and tends to balance, and the corresponding friction coefficient also tends to be
stable. In the stable state, the friction coefficient of the contact interface under high load is slightly
higher than that under low load. On the other hand, the situation is opposite under the condition of a
high elastic state. However, no matter what the mechanical state is, the difference in friction
coefficient after stabilization is not large for different loads, indicating that the influence of load on its
friction coefficient is weakly correlated.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the molecular dynamics method is used to study the effects of load and temperature
on the dry friction slip between amorphous cotton cellulose and Cr(0 0 1) surface. Based on the
visualization of the simulation process and comparative analysis of the number of Cr-O bonds and
RDF curves before and after sliding, it is found that intermediate substances such as Cr-O bonds are
generated during the sliding process of the friction system, which provides a further understanding of
the friction and wear mechanism of “the hard worn by the soft”.
At the same time, the friction coefficient of amorphous cotton fiber and chromium metal sliding
process under different temperatures and loads was also studied. The results show that the friction
coefficients of amorphous cotton fibers are different when they are in different mechanical states.
When cotton cellulose is in glassy state, the friction coefficient is positively related to temperature,
and it is weakly related to load. When the load factor is involved, temperature plays a dominant role in
the sliding process of the friction system. This study provides a theoretical basis for the different
damage conditions of the contact interface between amorphous cotton cellulose and chromium metal,
and provides a reference for the regulation of the tribological behavior of the interface between cotton
cellulose and metal.
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